Stone Pond
Topics of Additional Discussion
(and possible action)
October 22, 2013
Condition of Existing Pavement
Pretty much what was expected (patch soft areas, crack seal and overlay with 2” cap).
Cul✄de✄sac Dimensions (need letter)
Steep and shallow grades (need to request variance)
Divided Roads (review cross sections and approve)
Existing Utilities
Culvert Pipe or Move Transformers (need direction)
Will be getting follow✄up from 10/16 meeting
Stormwater Conveyance Outside of Road Right✄of✄Way (HOA or Adjoining Lot Owners)
Existing Pond
Pond Repair (HOA or Developer)

Stone Pond Project Status Report
Condition of Existing Pavement: Based on the attached geotechnical report and field
observations, we recommend that all of the roads receive a two-inch asphalt surface overlay to
bring them up to the County’s Standard thickness requirement. In areas where the existing
roads are cracking longitudinally, we anticipate using a crack seal prior to applying the overlay
and in areas where there is fatigue (“alligator”) cracking, we anticipate a full-depth repair prior to
applying the overlay. The areas requiring repair are limited and probably make up less than 10
percent of the total pavement area. It should also be noted that the existing roads were paved
with an intermediate or binder course of asphalt which is more susceptible to water infiltration
and isn’t intended to be a final driving surface.
Existing Utilities: Pioneer Water, Fort Hill Natural Gas, Blue Ridge Electric and AT&T
are in receipt of the attached color coded plans that were developed based on survey of the
utilities as marked by others. There are three potential conflicts with Blue Ridge Electric’s
transformers that we feel can be avoided by eliminating the roadside ditch and inserting culverts
to convey the storm water. We aren’t aware of any other conflicts at this time but have a field
meeting scheduled with each utility company for Wednesday, October 16th to be sure.
Existing Pond/Dam: A preliminary inspection of the dam has revealed several seepage
areas with substantial velocities that we feel are due to the roots of the existing trees and
shrubs growing on the back-slope of the dam. All earthen dams have groundwater flowing
through them and the root systems of the trees and shrubs provide seepage paths for the
ground water to follow. These seeps can cause progressive failure of the dam over time. In
addition the existing standpipe and outfall pipe were both constructed of corrugated metal pipe
which is known to rust and fail after about 15 to 20 years. These two deficiencies coupled with
the fact that we have been unable to locate any design documents or construction permits for
the dam and therefor have no assurance that it was designed or constructed to code have led
us to the following recommendation: We recommend draining the existing pond and converting
it to a dry detention basin. By converting the pond to a dry detention basin, we can avoid the
costs of repairing or possibly replacing the dam and still accomplish SCHEC’s requirements for
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treating water quality. There will be some minor costs associated with converting the pond to a
dry detention basin such as lining the existing outfall pipe to strengthen it and protect it from any
further abrasion and replacing the existing standpipe with a new concrete standpipe. We feel
this concept will be acceptable by SCDHEC but will have to have to make an application and
gain their approval to be sure.

